
Secure pull printing without the hassle of managing 
print servers, queues and drivers  

• Secure your printing workflows to protect 
information and reduce waste 

• Eliminate print servers, drivers and queues 

• Works with all printers 

• Fast, easy setup and deployment  
across locations 

• Solution components update automatically 

• Add the convenience of print release  
using a mobile device 

• Add Beacon Analytics to help you continually 
optimize your environment and identify  
money-saving opportunities 

Secure your office printing  |  Reduce costs and waste  |  Reduce IT infrastructure

MANAGING PRINT SERVERS AND DRIVERS CAN BE 
DIFFICULT AND TIME CONSUMING.
Companies continue to look for ways to reduce their IT 
infrastructure, and print as a service is another phase in 
this growing trend. Plus, corporate print environments 
can be complex, with devices from several manufacturers 
distributed across various locations. This complexity adds 
to the upfront costs and project timelines when deploying 
an on-site secure pull printing solution.

In an environment secured by Sentry Print 
Services, employees can use their proximity 
card, their mobile device, or their login 
credentials to release and print their documents 
at any printer on the network. This user-friendly 
secure printing workflow significantly reduces 
waste and costs while ensuring document 
confidentiality. Any unprinted jobs left in the 
queue will automatically expire after a defined 
period of time. 

CHALLENGES SOLUTIONS

SENTRY PRINT SERVICES

With Sentry Print Services from Pharos, 
you can simplify your print environment 
and quickly deploy secure pull printing 
across your entire organization, with no 
print servers and drivers to configure 
and manage. 

FORGOTTEN  AND ABANDONED PRINTS 
INTRODUCE RISK AND THEY WASTE TIME, 
SUPPLIES, AND MONEY. 
Office printing environments present many security 
risks. Documents are often left in printer trays where 
anyone can pick them up, and recycle bins are routinely 
filled with sensitive information. These documents 
create compliance issues, security risks, and significant 
unnecessary costs in terms of paper, ink and toner. It 
might as well be dollar bills piling up in those blue bins. 

}
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The Secure dashboard provides quick access to key metrics.



1. Install Print Scout on workstations (PC and Mac) 

2. Employees complete a simple click-through setup on their workstation.  

3. (Optional) Recommend that employees install the Sentry Print app on their 
mobile devices (if you wish to enable mobile release capability). 

4. On the Beacon admin screen, your site administrator checks a box to 
automatically secure your network printers.

SETUP IS FAST AND EASY:

This solution runs on the Pharos Beacon platform. Add Beacon Analytics and you’ll have a complete print  
management solution that provides the clarity and insight you need to continually optimize your print environment  
and keep your costs down year after year.

To learn more and get started with a 60-day free trial,  
go to https://pharos.com/get-started or call us directly, at 585-939-7000.

SENTRY PRINT SERVICES - MOBILE SENTRY PRINT SERVICES
SUMMARY Provides the fastest path to secure pull printing,  

at the lowest cost. Popular in small business and 
branch offices.

Provides secure authentication with several 
workflow options. 

PRINT JOB  
STORAGE

Jobs are held on individual workstations  
(on-premises) and in the cloud, if enabled. 

Jobs are held on individual workstations and 
in the cloud, if enabled. 1Cloud storage ensures 
that the document can be printed even if the 
workstation goes offline or into sleep mode.

AUTHENTICATION     
METHOD

QR code (employees use the Sentry Print app on 
their mobile device to scan the QR code on a printer). 

2All authentication methods are included: Mobile 
(QR), Proximity card, AD/LDAP credentials, and 
username/PIN.

START USING SENTRY PRINT SERVICES:

Print jobs are held on the 
user’s workstation and in 
the cloud (if enabled)1

Employees walk up to 
their preferred or most 
convenient printer 

Employees authenticate2 at their 
chosen device and release their prints. 

Choose the Print Solution that Best Fits Your Company’s Needs and Environment

User

https://pharos.com/get-started

